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Lines Written in Early Spring
By William Wordsworth

I heard a thousand blended notes, 
While in a grove I sate reclined, 

In that sweet mood when pleasant thoughts 
Bring sad thoughts to the mind.

To her fair works did Nature link 
The human soul that through me ran; 

And much it grieved my heart to think 
What man has made of man.

Through primrose tufts, in that green bower, 
The periwinkle trailed its wreaths; 
And ’tis my faith that every flower 

Enjoys the air it breathes.
The birds around me hopped and played, 

Their thoughts I cannot measure:— 
But the least motion which they made 

It seemed a thrill of pleasure.
The budding twigs spread out their fan, 

To catch the breezy air; 
And I must think, do all I can, 
That there was pleasure there.

If this belief from heaven be sent, 
If such be Nature’s holy plan, 
Have I not reason to lament 

What man has made of man?
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African Americans Are at Higher Risk of Glaucoma: How You Can Help Protect Your Vision

When improving your health and wellness, it’s essential to take 
care of your eyes too. For African Americans, this is especially 
important because of increased risk factors for eye disease and 
vision loss.

According to the American Academy of Ophthalmology, 
glaucoma - a disease that damages the optic nerve and causes 
vision loss - is three times more likely to occur in African 
Americans. The risks of glaucoma are magnified further when 
you consider that the disease strikes, on average, 10 years earlier 
and progresses faster among African Americans.

The good news is that with early detection and treatments, 
including a wide range of eye drop medications, laser treatments and several types of incisional surgery, 
the majority of patients with glaucoma maintain their vision. By becoming aware of your risk factors and 
taking preventive steps, you can help protect your eyes.

Finding answers in your genes

While the risk factors for eye disease continue to be studied, the ophthalmology community believes 
genetics can play a role.

“Aside from the access to care challenges that confront members of minority populations, African 
Americans have a range of genetic predispositions that make them more susceptible to eye diseases 
such as glaucoma,” says Dr. Eydie Miller-Ellis, professor of clinical ophthalmology and director of 
the Glaucoma Service at the Scheie Eye Institute, Perelman School of Medicine at the University of 
Pennsylvania. “This includes an increased risk of high blood pressure, diabetes and other serious 
medical conditions that can also contribute to poor eye health.”

Don’t dismiss a lack of symptoms

Since glaucoma often develops without symptoms and you can lose vision without noticing it, Dr. 
Miller-Ellis stresses that early action is vital for African Americans to help prevent glaucoma and other 
eye diseases.

“The increased risk of early onset glaucoma makes it critical for African Americans to take steps to 
protect their eye health at a young age,” says Dr. Miller-Ellis. “Many people are lulled into a sense of 
complacency when it comes to their vision because they believe they see fine. But a lot of asymptomatic 
disorders like glaucoma can be damaging your eyesight without you realizing it.”

Schedule an eye exam

Understanding that you are at greater risk for eye disease and vision loss is the starting point toward 
protecting your eyesight. Begin a routine of yearly dilated eye exams with an ophthalmologist so 
that vision problems can be detected early. The Glaucoma Research Foundation recommends African 
Americans get a comprehensive exam to check for glaucoma starting at age 35.

No vision plan? No worries

Don’t let the lack of a vision plan hold you back from scheduling a screening for glaucoma. Medical 
eye exams and treatments for eye diseases, including glaucoma, are typically covered by regular health 
insurance. Check with your healthcare provider for specifics on your level of coverage. In addition, 
EyeCare America offers medical eye exams with volunteer ophthalmologists across the U.S., often for 
free.

Know your family history

Some eye diseases, such as glaucoma, can be hereditary. And for African Americans, the risk of glaucoma 
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is 20% higher if it’s already in your family.

“To prioritize healthy vision, it’s important to have a complete understanding of your family’s history of 
eye disease,” says Dr. Mildred M.G. Olivier, founding regional dean at the School of Medicine, Ponce 
Health Sciences University, St. Louis campus. “That’s why I encourage African American families to not 
only discuss their individual history of eye disease, but also ensure that everyone in the family goes for 
an annual eye exam.”

Empower yourself

Dr. Olivier also encourages people to be their own advocates in breaking down the health inequity 
barriers for minorities that may stand in the way of better eye health.

“It’s important to ask your primary care physician to refer you to an ophthalmologist for an annual 
medical eye exam,” says Dr. Olivier. “When you are at the eye doctor’s office, make sure you are getting 
all the information you need and understand all of your options concerning your eyesight and any 
problems that arise.”

Both Dr. Olivier and Dr. Miller-Ellis are working to improve access to eye care among minority 
populations as leaders of the Rabb-Venable Excellence in Ophthalmology Program, which supports 
minority medical students, residents and fellows in ophthalmology. The Rabb-Venable program is part 
of the National Medical Association - Ophthalmology Section and supported by the National Institutes 
of Health, National Eye Institute.

The Glaucoma Research Foundation offers a wealth of resources for African Americans to help build a 
plan for better eye health, including the guide “Understanding and Living with Glaucoma.” This free 
booklet, supported by Aerie Pharmaceuticals, is available at www.glaucoma.org/booklet.

5 easy ways to refresh your home
The new year always seems to get people thinking about 
change. People make New Year’s resolutions to revamp 
their diet or exercise routine. Some people decide to learn 
a new skill or hobby. Others just want a change of scenery. 
The start of the new year is also a perfect time to refresh 
your home.

Spending the winter months indoors with many cooped up 
with their pets, living spaces can quickly lose their luster. 
There are plenty of ways, however, to revamp your home 
over winter months and the good news is you don’t have to 
spend a lot of time or money to do it. Here are five ways to 
give your home a fresh start this new year.

Update your living space

If you’re ready for a new look, adding some throw pillows is the best way to elevate your home’s décor. 
Yes, they are soft and comfortable but, they aren’t just fluff. By adding throw pillows in various sizes 
and incorporating new colors, you’ll be amazed how it transforms your living room into a cozy oasis for 
your human and furry family.

Freshen the air

Adding a fresh scent to your indoor air provides a welcoming atmosphere. There are multiple ways 

http://www.glaucoma.org/booklet
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to give yourself and your family a breath of fresh air. Try simmer pots with seasonal scents, candles or 
diffusers, and carpet deodorizer made from baking soda and essential oils, especially if you have pets. 
Cat owners, in particular, who are looking to maintain freshness while spending less time maintaining 
the litter box can turn to new Fresh Step Outstretch. The cat litter lasts 50 percent longer and offers 
superior odor control with Febreze freshness and 6x activated carbon**, allowing you to change the litter 
box less often.*

Bring the Outdoors In

Houseplants are another excellent way to breathe life into your surroundings. Plants placed throughout 
the home can brighten and energize a room. There are varieties of plants that need a ton of sun, while 
others prefer shade or there are 50/50 mixes. So, seek varieties that work with your aesthetic, lighting and 
space. In your quest to find the perfect plant, don’t overlook the planter. Go bold with patterns or colors 
to liven up a bland space that could use a punch of pizazz.

Accent walls

A fresh coat of paint can completely change the look of your home and freshen up dated living spaces. 
Choose a complementary or accent color to go on one wall with neutral colors on the other walls to perk 
up a room. Don’t want to paint? Easy-to-apply, removable wallpaper comes in a variety of colors, textures 
and patterns. Get creative with patterns and designs from jungle scenes to floral to geometric or retro. The 
best part is that you can remove it easily when you no longer enjoy it.

So, add a home refresh to your New Year’s resolution list and use those winter months wisely to refresh 
your home with a brighter, airier outlook.

Certain trademarks used under license from The Procter & Gamble Company or its affiliates.
*vs. Leading Competitor based on estimated usage
**vs. Fresh Step Multicat
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Kkidds Kkorner
5 ways to practice gratitude with your child

Gratitude has been shown to help kids and adults 
practice resilience through tough times by focusing 
on the positive emotions that come with spending 
quality time with family and friends. That’s why 
character education matters.

Throughout the year, it’s important to find 
opportunities to reflect and think of ways to relieve 
the stress of today’s world and infuse gratitude and 
thankfulness into your family members’ lives.

Try one of the following five ways suggested by Joy 
Turner, Kiddie Academy Educational Child Care vice 
president of education, to help you practice gratitude 
with your children and family:

1. Head offline

Dedicate some time during the week to spend offline - no electronics. Cell phones, video games, 
computers and tablets give short-term happiness. Spending time together making memories is what 
brings long-term happiness. As a family, share the things that make each other feel happy. Include non-
tangible items such as spending time doing activities you enjoy.

2. You’ve got mail

You may not be able to spend time with every single person you’re thankful for. Have everyone in 
the family write a thank-you letter to someone they care about. It can even be a note to a friend you’re 
thankful for who lives far away. Be prepared with stationary or greeting cards and stamps. Then, take a 
family walk to the mailbox or a trip to the post office after dinner to send them together.

3. Create a gratitude jar

Invite your family to jot down things they’re grateful for on slips of paper and put them in a jar. Help 
your child use crayons and markers to make them more colorful and fun. Then, go around the table 
picking them out and taking turns reading them. Make sure to write the year of when you created the jar 
- year over year, you can look back on past jars. You’ll have a big collection before you know it.

4. Home is where the heart is

Part of practicing gratitude is realizing that there are others who are in need. If you can, safely support 
a local group that helps people who are experiencing homelessness or gather food to take to a local food 
bank. Help someone in your community you know is struggling. Find a local organization that can help 
you make an impact and engage your child in the critical life lesson of giving back to those in need.

5. The grand finale - dinnertime

Prepare your meals as a family! Bonding happens during these activities. The act of preparing food with 
your family is great for your well-being and teaches children to be thankful and appreciative. It also 
provides a time to reconnect with family and focus on what is important in your lives.

With some resilience and a grateful attitude, you may create a new gratitude habit that will help your 
child’s character development. If you run out of ideas or want to practice other key character traits, head 
over to Kiddie Academy’s website to download the Character Essentials Activity Book.
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MILLI’S Simple Recipes
MILLI’S  CHEESY VEGETABLE MEDLEY

1/4 Cup {2 stick} butter
1 Cup thinly sliced onion
2 Cup green pepper, chopped
1  10oz. Pkg. frozen mixed vegetables, thawed
1-teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper
2 teaspoon dried dill weed
2 teaspoon fresh garlic, crushed
3 Eggs
1 Cup shredded Cheddar cheese

Melt butter in a large skillet with a cover; 
sauté onion and green pepper until tender...
about 5 minutes. Stir in seasonings, and cook 
uncovered, stirring frequently, 5 minutes. 
Beat the eggs, and stir in cheese. Reduce the 
heat. Stir the egg-cheese mixture into the 
vegetables. Cook, stirring constantly, until 
the eggs set and the cheese is melted. Serve at 
once.

Serves 6
                                                                                                

 MILLI’S MEXICAN PASTA SALAD

1  {16oz. pkg.} spiral pasta
1 Lb. ground round
3/4 Cup water
1 Envelope taco seasoning
2 Cups Cheddar cheese, shredded
1 Large green pepper, chopped
1 Medium red onion, chopped
1 Large tomato, seeded and chopped
2 Cans {2-1/4 oz. each} sliced ripe olives, drained
1 {16oz. bottle} Catalina salad dressing

Cook pasta according to package directions. 
Meanwhile, in a skillet, cook meat over medium 
heat until no longer pink; drain.. Add water and 
taco seasoning; simmer, uncovered,  for 15 minutes. 
Rinse pasta in cold-running water and drain; place in 
large bowl. Add beef mixture, cheese, green pepper, 
onion, tomato and olives; mix well. Add dressing 
and toss to coat. Cover and refrigerate for at least 2 
hours.

Serves 10

Good with garlic and Cheddar cheese biscuits, and 
lemonade

MILLI’S E Z PORK CHOP CASSEROLE

Heat oven to 350 degrees

4 Large thick boneless pork chops
5 medium potatoes, peeled
1 {10-1/2oz. } Can Cheddar cheese soup
1 {10-1/2oz.} Can French onion soup

Slice the potatoes in a 9x11-inch casserole dish. 
Arrange the pork chops over the potatoes. 
Combine the soups and pour over the pork 
chops and potatoes. Cover with heavy 
aluminum foil and bake in a 350 degree oven 
for approximately 1 hour.

Serves 4

Good with buttered green beans, and jalapeño 
corn muffins

                                                                            

MILLI’S E Z  APPLE PLUMP- UPS

2 Cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 Cup evaporated milk
1 Egg, beaten
6 Large apples
Powdered sugar for dusting

Mix all ingredients, except apples. Peel apples, 
core and cut into 1/2-inch cubes. Add to batter. 
Drop by rounded tablespoonfuls into deep, 
hot oil. Make sure that each spoonful has 
some apples pieces in it. When browned, lift 
with slotted spoon, and drain on paper towels. 
While still warm, dust with powdered sugar.

Serves 4
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Top 8 ways to improve heart health according to an interventional cardiologist

Most of us know that maintaining optimal heart health 
is essential to living a long, healthy life. Yet still, in 
the United States, heart disease is the leading cause of 
death, and we are not putting adequate attention toward 
prevention. 

Fortunately, cardiologists, heart health experts, and new 
research have made it easier to take care of our health 
by providing simple guidelines on how to maintain 
optimal heart health even as we age.

Renowned Interventional Cardiologist and author 
Dr. Heather Shenkman emphasizes the importance of 
“making small, easy adjustments to your daily lifestyle 
that add up to transformative health benefits.”

1) Go for daily walks 

Yes, just going on one walk a day is enough exercise to do your body good. Considering how busy our 
lives can be, it can be challenging to engage in intense workouts every day.

But thankfully, according to cardiologists and health experts, a moderate, quick 15-minute walk around 
the neighborhood is enough to contribute to a healthy heart and body as a whole.

“Benefits of a quick walk around the neighborhood are enormous,” said Metabolic Health & Vitality 
Specialist Tafiq Akhir. “The advantages go far beyond heart health; they include improved mood, 
reduced back pain, lower risk of blood clots, ease joint discomfort and so on.”

2) Get enough sleep

You likely already know how important sleep is for our overall health, but it’s also crucial to leading 
a heart-healthy lifestyle in particular. Poor sleep can negatively affect our cardiovascular health by 
interrupting our body’s natural recovery processes, causing changes in the blood vessels, slowing 
metabolism, and putting stress on our immune system.

3) Stay hydrated 

Drinking enough water isn’t just necessary when we’re thirsty, or when it’s hot outside. Dehydration can 
negatively impact our cardiovascular system by reducing the amount of blood circulating throughout 
our body. Keeping our bodies hydrated helps the heart more easily pump blood through the blood 
vessels to the muscles allowing them to work more efficiently.

“I usually recommend drinking half your body weight in ounces to stay hydrated,” says Registered 
Dietician Lauren Cornell.

4) Limit your salt intake

The American Heart Association recommends no more than 2,300 milligrams a day, but ideally, daily 
sodium consumption should be limited under 1,500 milligrams. This is much less than the amount most 
Americans consume; an average of over 3,400 milligrams each day. By reducing your daily salt intake, 
you can lower your blood pressure significantly. An easy strategy is to increase your potassium intake, 
which lessens the effect of salt. Include potassium-rich foods like fish, fruits and vegetables in your diet 
to balance your salt intake.

5) Cut out fried foods 

While eating fried foods can be appealing to our taste buds, it can also be a complete heart health 
destroyer. According to a new study, eating fried food is tied to an increased risk of heart disease and 
stroke. The greatest way to avoid these harmful effects is to reduce - or even eliminate - our intake of 
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fried foods.

6) Consume probiotics 

Those who consume probiotic foods such as yogurt or who take probiotic supplements have been 
shown to have lower blood pressure and cholesterol levels. Fortifying and increasing your digestive 
capacity with probiotic-rich foods and supplements will help maintain great heart and whole body 
health, plus it will provide the essential nutrients you need to receive from your food.

7) Eat more beetroot

The benefits of beetroot come from its ability to raise nitric oxide levels in the body. Nitric oxide is a 
natural chemical produced by the body to widen arteries. The production of nitric oxide in the body can 
help lower blood pressure, promote healthy circulation, and give you better overall energy and heart 
health. Nitric oxide synthesis begins to slow as a part of normal aging, which is why many people turn 
to beetroot supplements to maintain healthy nitric oxide levels.

8) Take a supplement rich in fiber and essential vitamins

It can easily become overwhelming to ensure optimal heart health with the many requirements expected 
of us. That’s why adding a supplement that contains vitamins specifically designed for heart health can 
be the most effective way to promote heart and brain health, maintain appropriate weight levels, and 
encourage healthy circulation.

“In my practice, I combine healthy eating and exercise with an integrative approach to health by 
recommending CardioFitMD daily superfoods to my patients,” Shenkman explains. “It has all the 
vitamins and minerals, pre- and probiotics, nitric oxide, and fiber we are most deficient in, in one great-
tasting daily drink.”

4 steps to reach your saving goals

Whether you’re planning for a short-term goal (e.g., Whether you’re planning for a short-term goal (e.g., 
emergency fund, home project) or a long-term goal (e.g., emergency fund, home project) or a long-term goal (e.g., 
retirement), planning can help you succeed.retirement), planning can help you succeed.

“It’s never too late to start making savings a priority. We “It’s never too late to start making savings a priority. We 
want to help our members meet their short- and long-term want to help our members meet their short- and long-term 
goals, and there are several ways they can get started,” goals, and there are several ways they can get started,” 
said Jaspreet Chawla, Senior Vice President of Savings said Jaspreet Chawla, Senior Vice President of Savings 
Products at Navy Federal Credit Union.Products at Navy Federal Credit Union.

1. Make SMART goals1. Make SMART goals

A SMART goal can help you make a plan you can achieve. A SMART goal can help you make a plan you can achieve. 
It can help you focus on what it will take to reach your goal and make a plan that’s doable. SMART It can help you focus on what it will take to reach your goal and make a plan that’s doable. SMART 
stands for Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Timely. So, whether you’re saving for a new stands for Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Timely. So, whether you’re saving for a new 
phone or a down payment on a house, make your goal specific, set a deadline, decide what it will take to phone or a down payment on a house, make your goal specific, set a deadline, decide what it will take to 
reach it and then make sure it’s realistic.reach it and then make sure it’s realistic.

2. Find ways to make small changes2. Find ways to make small changes

The next step in your plan should be to look at how much you can afford to save and if there are The next step in your plan should be to look at how much you can afford to save and if there are 
expenses you might be able to cut.expenses you might be able to cut.
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For example, are there subscriptions or streaming services you don’t use? Can you ask insurers, or For example, are there subscriptions or streaming services you don’t use? Can you ask insurers, or 
services like internet or phone providers, for a discount on your plan? If you make small changes services like internet or phone providers, for a discount on your plan? If you make small changes 
gradually, you’ll be more likely to stick to your plan.gradually, you’ll be more likely to stick to your plan.

Keep in mind, cutting back on certain expenses doesn’t have to be forever - you can choose some for a Keep in mind, cutting back on certain expenses doesn’t have to be forever - you can choose some for a 
temporary temporary break.

3. Separate and automate your savings

It can be easier to see your progress if you set up two accounts: a checking account for regular bills like 
rent, student loans and car payments and another account for everything else.

Once you’ve decided what you can afford to save, consider setting up an automatic transfer. You’ll only 
have to do it once and then your savings will grow automatically.

“This is a guaranteed way to boost your savings,” explained Chawla. “If you have direct deposit, 
consider sending a set amount into your savings each pay cycle. This way you’ll be consistently saving 
without even thinking about it.”

4. Earn more on your money

If you’re looking at short-term savings goals (e.g., a dream vacation), you might want to consider putting 
your money into a certificate account. In general, certificates typically earn higher dividends than regular 
savings accounts, so you may reach your goal even sooner than you expected.

“By making small, habitual changes over time, you will set yourself up for success - it’s never too late to 
start,” added Chawla.

The best time to start building your future is now. Making SMART goals can help make saving more 
doable.

Navy Federal is federally insured by NCUA.




